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➔ Sensible & latent heat
➔ Moderate work ratio (~5)
➔ Lower energy density (x1/4)
➔ Very high work ratio (>100)
➔ Latent heat exchangers in 
development stage
➔ Requires additional Ammonia 
cycle for charging phase
Different cycles
➔ Sensible heat storage
➔ High energy density







➔ Increasing the top temperature improves 
WR (→efficiency) and energy density
➔ A limit for Tmax exists due to constraints on 
compressor and energy storage materials 
(e.g. common molten salts)
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➔ Additional stages at cold side allow to use O2 
and further increase WR
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Bejan (1996):
➔ Entropy generation is due to thermal resistance and pressure loss:
➔ For a given mass flux, exists and optimal              that minimises 
We can apply the analysis to a counter-flow HEX, flat plate or shell-and-tube:
➔
                               and 
➔ Use standard heat transfer and flow-friction correlations
➔ Find an analytical expression: 
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~1000m2/MW and 
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What is Pumped Thermal Exergy Storage?
Literature uses several names…
PTES: Pumped Thermal Energy Storage
PHES: Pumped Heat Electricity Storage
TEES: Thermo-Electrical Energy Storage
Electricity ElectricityThermal exergy Thermal exergy
Heat pump Heat engineStorage
CHEST: Compressed Heat Energy Storage
SEPT: Stockage d'Electricité par Pompage Thermique
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Can we build a HEX with +99% efficiency?
Turbulent regime
Laminar regime:
Min. Dh limited by min. practical L
Higher pressures → Higher L and lower Dh 
